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Abstract. The problem of maximizing storage fluid tempereture for a parametric. two-loop solar collector/ 
beet exchanger system is investigated es e min-mex differential game in *trich the solar flux is unknown. 
Optimal feedback control lens are developed for both the tank- and collector-loop florr rates. The optimal 
flow rates are shown to be "on-off," regardless of the system parameter values. However, if the collector 
loop pumping capacity is sufficiently greater than that of the tank loop, then the collector-loop "on" 
flow&e is not the maximw rttainable flw rste. Furthermore, for the usual case where the tank loss-tc- 
capacitance ratio is less than or equal to that of the collector plate, it is shown that the optimal flow 
rates are independent of the insolation and depend only on the current plate-to-tank temperature differ- 
ence. Otherwise, the optimal flow rates also depend on the time-to-go. Optimal trajectories and e three- 
dimensional switching surface are presented for specific parameter values. 
Keywords. Differential game; Bilinear; Solar collector; Optimal control; Three-dimensional switching 
surface. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Current interest in solar energy has led a number of research- 
ers to investigate optimal control problems for flat-plate 
solar collector syhms [l-41. These investigations have 
focused on systems which pump the collector working fluid 
directly into e storage tank without employing e heat 
exchanger, In I variety of optimal control problems for such 
single-loop system*, the optimal collector-to-tank flarate 
her been shown to be either zero or maximum [2,3,4]. Horrevar, 
interior optimal flcwates have been obtained by penalizing 
pumping costs [31. 
In this peper we Investigate e two-loop solar *ate? heating 
system (see Fig. 1) consisting of a flat-plate collector coup- 
led by e counter-flow heat exchanger to e storage tank. We 
consider the problem of maximizing the tank fluid temperature, 
et e specified final time, es a min-max differential game in 
rrhich the solar flux is unknown. For this system (with no 
pumping costs) we show that the optimal flowrates are still 
"on-off", but the collector-loop "on" flonrate is not neces- 
sarily the maximum attainable-flowrate. 
The outline of the paper is es follows. In Section 2 we pre- 
sent the parametric differential squatlone governing the solar 
heating system. These equations ere developed in detail in 
Appendix II using the nomenclature listed in Appendix I. In 
Section 3 we state the differential game to be investigated in 
the paper. In Section 4. game theoretic optimal control laws 
ere developed (for flow rates and for the unknown insolation). 
The necessary conditions for optimality ere analyzed by inves- 
tigeting the qualitative behavior of the adjoint equations in 
terms of their eigenvalues. eigenvectors, and transition 
matrices. Depending on the system parameter values, two cases 
arise. For the usual case of a large-capacity, well-insulated 
storage tent (relative to the collector plate), the optimal 
flon retes ere shown to be independent of the insolation and 
to depend on the tank and collector plate trmperatures elong 
with the tank- and collector-loop pumping capacities. On the 
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other hand, if the collector plate has sufficient heat capa- 
citance and relatively 1~ losses, then the optimal flow rates 
also depend on time. In Section 4, for e specific set of par- 
ameter values, rr present the three-dimensional snitching .wr- 
face and a plot of constant-time cross-sections for this second 
case. In Section 5 we rumnrrize the results of the investiga- 
tion. 
2. SOLAR HEATER SYSTEN 
As indicated in Fig. 1, the system is modeled with two "nodes" 
for energy storage due to capacitances in the collector plate 
[S] and the tank fluid. As shown in Appendix II, an energy 
balance on each node in conjunction with a steady-state equa- 
tion for the heat exchanger yields the following nondimension- 
al, bilinear state equations: 
xl 
. = av - .3(x, - 1) - (x, - x2)g(u,,u2)1 (1) 
X2 
’ = -b(x2 - 1) + (x, - x2)g(u,,u2), (2) 
where 6 > 0 is the tank fluid-to-collector plate capacitance 
ratio, v corresponds to the (unknown) insolation, x 
1' 
u, and a 
(X 
2' 
u2 and b) correspond to the collector plate (tank) temper- 
ature,.capacitznce flow rate and loss coefficient, respective- 
ly, and (') denotes d( )/dt. The control function g(u,.u2) is 
given by 
u,u2[1 - e 
-a/u 
l][l - e 
6(1/u, - l/u ) 
21 
g(u,,u2) = ~--- _.. 
-a/u (3) 
u,(l - e 1) 
-a/u 
+ u2e 
, _ "2eB(l/u, - l/u,) 
and can be thought Of es a variable overall heat transfer coef- 
ficient from the collector plate through the heat exchanger, 
*here a and 6 correspond to fluid heat transfer coefficients 
for the collector and heat exchanger, respectively. This func- 
tion differs significantly from the case of e single-loop sys- 
tem without e heat exchanger [2], where the corresponding func- 
tion is monotonic in the flow rate. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL CAME 
Given a specified time interval [t,,t,], we consider the prob- 
lem of finding the flow retes u,(t) and u2(t) that maximize, 
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and the insolation v(t) that minimizer the increase in tank 
temper.ture 
tt 
J - x21tf) - x2(tO) 
_- 
- 
/ 
:2(t)dt (61 
t0 
subject to (1) and (2). with v E V i iv10 2 Y ', vmax), X, ' 0. 
x2 > 0. and (u,,u2) C U i (+u2)10 2 u, 2 Y. 0 2 "2 5 11, 
*here y is the ratio of the collector-to-tank loop maximum 
capacitance floe rate*. 
Ye define the vectors 5 - (x ,+)* ., x - ($')L*l, : - (u,.u,l 
and the function 
H(x.~,v,~) i $b[v-a(~,-111 - i2btx2-1) + 0,(~)02(x)g(:), (5) 
tier* 
a,(*) - )12 - 6.A 
1 
(6) 
02(') -x - x . 
12 
(7) 
Then the necessary conditions (6) for u_*(t) and v*(t) to be 
optimal controls, with corresponding solution cc(t) to (1) and 
(2). are that for alnort all t E [to,tf], 
HIG$*(t), u*(t). v'(t). X(t)] - 
min max li@,t). 2. v, A(t)1 - 0 
vcv @J 
where i(t) is the corresponding nonzero solution to the ad- 
joint equations 
A, - 61 a + g(u)lA, - g($X2 (8) 
a - - g(:)+ + [b + gIy)I~2, 
2 
(9) 
with 
x,(tf) - 0 (10) 
k2(tf) - 1. (11) 
4. OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROLS 
Since (5) is linear in both v and the control function g(i). 
the optimal values for g[P(t)] and v*(t) satisfy 
( 
g if O(t) > 0 
e[p(t)l - max 
- 
0 if (I(t) < 0 
and 
v*(t) - 
I 
0 if X,(t) 2 0 
" ~a= if X,(t) < 0, 
where U(t) - ~,[~(t)]02[~*(t)] and the singular cares. 
a(t) IO or X,(t) IO on a time interval, do not occur. 
Analysis of (3) reveals that for all positive C and 6, 
g(u,,u2) is monotonically increasing in u2 for each u, ' 0, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. This behavior is also typical of 
single-loop systems without heat exchangers [1,2.31. However, 
for u2 > 0 and u c (0.Y). an interior maximum of g('.u ) 
occurs for y wffidlently greater than 1 as shown in Fig. 3.' 
The minimum value of g(u,,u2) is zero and corresponds to 
either u, - 0 or u - 0, or both. For positive a and 6 the 
maximum value of g(t, u2) is given by 
.,here 0, is the collector-loop capacitance flarate that pro- 
ducer an interior maxim of g(u 
1' 
1) subject to 0 2 u, < -, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. The value of 0, is determined by 
ad, ,1) 
- = 0. 
au 
1 
The corresponding optimal control is 
(O,.l) if (I(t) > 0 and y > 0, 
u*(t) - 
( 
(y,l) if u(t) > 0 and y 2 0, (12) 
(0.0) if o(t) < 0. 
Thus, the optimal control for each florr rate is "on-off- but 
for ct and 8 such that y > 0, the "on- value for the collector 
floe rat* u, is not the mbximun fla rate. 
The behavior of the switching function o(t) can be determined 
by a qualitative analysis of the state equations (1) and (2). 
the adjoint equations (8) and (9). and the switching functions 
o,(.) and a2(., given by (6) and (7). Note that, frc,x (6), (10) 
and (11). u,[i(tf)] > 0. Also, the adjoint equations (8) and 
(9) are independent of the state. For the case g(u) - g the 
adjoint equations have negative eigcnvalues. s, and %",:res- 
ponding eigenvectors E , where 
-a 
'1.2 = 
(b+ba) + g($(1+6) f [(b-6a) + g($l-6)12 + '+6g2($ 
2 - 
and 6 
1.2 
a 
- (1,m 1 J
). with slopes 
(b-be) + g($(l-6) * [(b-6a) + g($(l-6)12 + %2(~) 
ml,2 - 
__ __ 
-2g($ 
(131 
For g(u) - 0 and b - 6a # P the eigenvalues and jorresponding 
eigenvectora are 6, = 6s. t 
-a 
- (1.01 and s2 - b, E - (0.1). 
-a 
It follows from ia)- that A,(t) > 0 for all t E tto,tf). 
Thus, v*(t) - 0 for all t E [to,tf], i.e.. the "worst case- 
corresponds to no insolation. 
For the optimal flcn rate controls there are two cases. depend- 
ing on the sign of b-6a. 
If b-6a 2 0 (i.e., if the tank loss-to-capacitance ratio is 
less than that of the collector), then the eigenvector slopes 
(13) are such that the positive slope m > 0 is greater than 011 
equal to 6, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Therefore, cr,[+l > 0 
and no switch =a" ocw on a,(A,,X2) = 0, since the eigenvector -- 
E in Fig. 4 cannot ba cros,ed. The state equat!on: (1) and (2) 
;?e such that on u2(~,,x2) - 0 the vectors (x,,x 
f 
) resulting 
frcm g(u) = 0 and g(u) - g Thus, the 
optimal-control poll& (12y 
are identically equa . 
,s nonchattering and switches only 
on 02(x,,x2) - 0. Therefore, the opttmal feedback control is 
(O,,l) 
I 
if I, 2 x2 and y > 0, 
u*(x) - (y,ll if 1, 2 x2 and y 2 0, (14) 
(0.0) ifX(< I 
2 
. 
Note that this feedback control is also tho.rolution to the 
simpler optimization problem of maximizing x , thp rate Of 
change of tank fluid temperature. Thus, the co" rol 8 " (x) is as 
"effective" [7,8] as possible at increaslng x2($ -Optimal 
trajectories for a case where b - 6a < 0 are shown in Fig. 5. 
If b - 6a > 0 the eigenvector slopes (13) ere such that the 
po,it,ve slope, ,n > 0, is less than 6. as illustrated in Fig. 
6. Thus, the possibillty cxirts for a * switch 0" 
o,(*. .) - 0 and the optimal flow rate control u~(x.T) becomes _ _ 
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a function of the current state, 5, end the time-to-go, 
T 4 t-t . 
I 
Ye wish to construct, in (t,T)-space. e switching 
s”rfecefz on which O,[+] - 0. In order to construct this 
switching surface we generate the (retro-time) state vector 
$0 .” 
4 
adjotnt vector i(T) for various termi;el stdt s 
P 
~(0) - E with terminal adjoint vector i(O) = ” = (0.1) . 
Examination of Fig. 6 reveals three ceses for the switching 
atructore fn retro-time, depending on the terminal stete (see 
Fig. 7): 
a) e switch on a,[)?(~)] = C occurs before a switch on 
U&(T)1 = 0 ; 
b) e switch on o~[x(T)] = 0 occurs before e switch on 
0, Q(T)1 - 0; 
c) no switch. 
f 
A particular terminal state f determines e corresponding ter- 
mfnsl vrlue of the control function. g 4 g[~*(~,)]e~O.g 1, 
f.S. g-0 or g-gex. Ye denote by 9 the remeinlng value fyg, 
l.e. 
( 
0 
;= 
if g = g,,, 
g if g - 0. 
We define the matrix: 
p(P) ! t&(e; _(;IgJ , 
Note that in retro-time the value of the matrix function A(.) 
chenges es switches in i occur, with A(.) - A(g) follaing 
zero or an even number of switches on O(T) = u,[A(~)lo~[~(~)l 
- 0 end b(‘) - b(p) following en odd number of switches on 
G(T) = 0. Ye denote the retro-time stste transition matrices 
by 
end 
i(T) h eWT iI1 $12 L 
- I 
1 1 421 622 
We denote the rstro-time adjoint transition matrix by 
‘y(T) b *-A_T(9)T _ 71 72 
i 1 Y 21 Y 22 
The elements of O_(T), i(T), end ‘Y(T) are easily canputed for 
given vrlues of g end-;. HOWeVer. the expressions for each 
element are lengthy end will not be presented here. 
C*se e) 
For this cere, o,[$r)] fwitcheset e retro-time ;k determined 
by o$(TX)] - 0. with A (0) - i (T)$T) where i (0) * (0.1). 
Thus, 
Y (T)-by 
12 x 
(T)_O 
22 x 
end the corresponding ,tete Is obtained by 
$Ti) - t(TX)xf. (15) 
For this ce.e, TA is constant for all terminal stetes that 
exhibit e switch on 0,“) - 0 first, backwards in tins (see 
Fig. 7). Thus. the plateau In the switching sufece L, illus- 
trated in Fig. 8, Is generated by mapping these terminal 
stetes backwards in time vie the linear transformation given by 
(15). 
Case b) 
For this case, we denote by ‘I the retro-time et which the 
first switch on o2[~(1)] = 0 o&curs. The state corresponding 
to the retro-time, T , 
a 
et *hich the subsequent switch on a,(*) 
= 0 occurs, is given y 
or, equivalently, 
(16) 
where 
Note that the set of all such I is given by 
+X1 E ((X,.X2) I x1 = X2’ x, ’ 01. 
Thus, the level curves of Z e?e straight lines es shonn in Fig. 
9, end are easily generated via the linear transformation given 
by (161. Figure 8 illustrates a projection of the surface Z in 
(:,T)-space on which ~,[X(T~)] = 0, for a specific set of par- 
alneter values. 
The surface Z separates (x,r)-space into regions of “normal” 
end “reversed” modes of switching on a2[;1(?)] - 0. The optimal 
control is “normal”, given by (14), if the current time-to-go, 
T, is less than the value of T given by Fig. 9 for the current 
state. J. If the current time-to-go IS greater then the value of 
TV indicated by Fig. 9 for the current state, then the optimal 
control is “reversed”. end is given by 
i 
(O,,‘) if I, 5” 
2 
end y > 0, 
* 
” (x) = _ - (Y,l) if x, 2 x 2 
and y 2 0, (17) 
(0,O) if x, > x 
2’ 
The “reversed” switching structure in (17) corresponds to tem- 
porery energy storage in the collector plate for subsequent 
maximization of the tank fluid temperature et the specified 
final time. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that the optimal flow rates to maximize the tank 
fluid temperature et e specified final time for e flat-plate 
solar heater with a counterflow heat exchanger ere “on-off”. 
However, if the collector-loop pumping capacity is sufficiently 
greater the” thet of the tank loop, then the “on” value for the 
collector-loop flan rete is not the maximum attainable flo* 
rate. Heasurement or e priori knowledge of the insolation v(t) 
is not required in order to specify optimal feedback controls. 
For the usual cese where the tank loss-to-capacitance retio is 
less than that for the collector plate, i.e., b - &a < 0, we 
I 
have shown that the switchfng policy is governed only by the 
tank-to-plate temperature difference. Furthermore, such e 
switching policy represents e case where the optimsl control 
policy is identical to that yielded by the simpler optimization 
problem of maximizing i2(t). 
If the tank loss-to-capacitance ratio is greater than that for 
the collector plate, i.e. if b - 6a > 0, then knowledge of the 
time-to-go, T, along with the tank-to-plate temperature differ- 
ence, is *required in order to specify the optimal feedback 
control u [x,~]. For this cese, the collector plate is the 
_ _ 
better place to store energy if the time-to-go is sufficiently 
large. At a certain time-to-go. TV, this “reversed mode” of 
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storage returns to the “normal mode” in order to transfer 
energy to the storage tank to maximize the final tank fluid 
temperature. The differential game analysis determines TX 
corresponding to the “worst case” of no insolation. Figure 9 
presents curves of constant TX for a specific example. The 
corresponding three-dimensional switching surface is shown in 
Fig. 6. 
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APPENDIX I: NONENCLATURE 
UA 
* =cc c d 
p2 2#nax 
A 
c 
= collector plate area 
A 
f 
= area for fluid heat transfer in collector 
A = tank surface area 
t 
A = area for fluid heat transfer in heat exchanger 
x 
“A 
b =tt 
c i 
p2 21nax 
C 
1 
= lumped collector loop capacitance 
C 
2 
= lumped tank loop capacitance 
l(i) = insolation incident on plate 
i C = capacitance flowrate of collector loop 0 [O,C in 
’ Pl Pl lmaxl 
6 C = capacitance flowrate of tank loop C [D,C i 
2 p2 p2 2mex’ 
CC 
t =l c i = nondimensional time 
pz 2max 
; = time 
T 
a 
= absolute ambient sir temperature 
Tl 
= absolute co1 lector plate temperature 
T 
2 
= absolute tank fluid temperature 
” = overall loss coefficient from collector plate 
c 
u 
f 
= convection coefficient between fluid end collector 
plate 
u = overall tank loss coefficient 
t 
” = overall heat transfer coefficient for heat exchanger 
x 
c lil 
p, ’ 
“1 = I - nondimensional collector loop floe rate c ‘R 
p2 2.ax 
c R 
p2 2 
“2 
= - - nondimensional tank leap flor, rate 
c a 
p2 2.ax 
I (?,A 
v(t) = c 
TC i 
= nondimensional insolation 
eP 2 
2 max 
T 
- ;’ = nondimensional 
a 
T 
= $ = nondimensional 
e 
UA 
=ff 
c ; 
p2 2.ax 
UA 
_A 
c ; 
p2 2max 
“1 
C 6 
1 
mex p1 Pax _-=_- 
“2 
c . 
m2 
max p2 mex 
C 
,A 
cl 
co1 1ector plate temperature 
tank fluid tempe?etwe 
APPENDIX II: MODEL DERIVATION 
In this appendix we derive ths’nondimensional state differen- 
tial equations (1) and (2) that describe the system shown in 
Fig. 1. We model the collector as en isothermal flat plate with 
capacitance C, and temperature T . Heet is exchanged between 
the plate and e working fluid nitlh capacitance flowrate ; C , 
due to axle1 flar over e collector length L (see Fig. Alj.PAn 
energy balance on the plate yields the equation 
dT1 c, F = a* - oc - 0”. 
where 0s and Oc are given by 
0 = I( (AZ) 
s c 
PC - UcAc:(T, - Tel (A3) 
and 0 Is the useful heat transferred to the working fluid. 
Applylung en energy balance to e control volume hV (see Fig. 
Al), we obtain the equation 
- “fAf 
qu(y.tl - -i_ IT, - Tf(~,:)l - 
. aT,(y.<) aT (Y,:) 
mC -+c Mf 
1 p, ay PL & 
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nhere q (y,tl, is the useful heat transferred to the fluid per 
unit leigth of collector plate and H is the mass of the work- 
ing fluid in the collector. We consider the heat transfer to 
the fluid to be a function only of axial position, y, (i.e., 
Zf/a; = 0) and integrate q"(y) over the collector plate 
length to obtain an expression for the temperature distribu- 
tion in the fluid, which is given by 
VA ff YT,- Tf(y) = U,-T4)exp - n;c 
[ 1 ’ Pl L' (AS) 
where T 4 is the fluid inlet temperature (see Fig. AZ). To 
determine the total useful heat transferred to the fluid we 
substitute (AS) into (A4) and evaluate the integral 
L 
"fAf 
L 
UA 
C" = q"(y)dy = 7 (T,-T4) 
ff Y 
0 
*[ I 
exp - - 
0 ;C 
L dy 
' Pl 
to obtain the expression 
0” = si,Cp~l - ex [- $-]](T, - T4). (A6) 
By combining (Al), (AZ), (A)) and (A6), we obtain a made1 for 
a flat-plate solar collector given by 
dT1 
C - = I(t - UcAc(Tl - Ta) - 
1 dt 
;, Cpl(l - expl $$T,-T4). (A7) 
We assume the heat exchanger operation to be steady-state with 
no heat loss. A" energy balance yields an expression for the 
heat transferred, 0 X, through the exchanger 
0 = hlCp (T5 - T4) = ';12Cp (T3 - T2). (A6) 
x 
where T 
5' 
13, and T2 are the collector outlet, e&hanger outlet 
and tank fluid temperatwx.. respectively (see Fig. AZ). For 
counter-flow heat exchangers. we have the relationship 
U A [CT 
o 5 xx_.?_ - T 1 - U4 - T2)l 
x MU5 - T3V(TC - T,)l . 
(A9) 
Cwnbining (A8) and (A9) yields 
T4- T2 = (T 
5 
- T3)exp(-uUxAx), (AlO) 
where 
p+_& 
mC . 
1 P, 2 P* 
In applying an energy balance to the storage tank we assume 
that the tank capacitance is due only to the fluid and that 
the fluid is isothermally mixed. Thus, we obtain an expression 
for tank energy storage rate given by 
C2 2 = i2Cp 
2 3 
(T - T2) + Ox - 0, (All) 
where 0 
t' 
the heat loss rate from the tank, $s given by 
Ot = UtAt(T2 - Ta) . (A121 
The useful heat transfer rate to the fluid in the collectcr, 
given by (A6), also satisfies 
Qu = A,Cp (T5 - T4) lA13) 
1 
We combine this expression with (A6). (All) and (A12) to obtain 
dT2 5 z- = +Cp[, - exP[- $$(T, - T4) - UtAt(T2- Ta).(A14) 
Using (AS),(A6).(AlO) and (Al3). where Tf(L) = T5, to eliminate 
temperatures T 
3' 
T4 and T5 in (A7) and (Al4) yields 
dT 
Cl 2 = I( (AIS) 
c 
- UcAc(T,- Ta) - (T,- T2)f(~,.~,) 
dT2 
Cz x 
= - UtAt(T2- Ta) + (T,- T2)f(il,$), (A16) 
where 
v,v2t1 - e 
-A/v 
1111 - e 
B(l/V, - l/V,)] 
f(rnl.d2) = 
-__ --- (A17) 
v,(l - e 
-A/v 
1) + v2re 
-A/V, 6(1/v, - l/v ) 
_ * 2 I 
with A - U A 
f f' 
E=UA =$C 
x x' "1 1 p ' 
1 
and v2 = & C 
2 p2 
. 
Ey normalizing temperatures with respect to Ta and flowrates 
with respect to C 6 
quantities a, b, 
p Zmax' 
and by introducing nondimensional 
u ,. U2' v(t), * 
1' 
x , a, 8. 6 and t as defined 
in Appendix I, equations (Al5)-(A17 s yield the nondimensional 
equation* (l)-(3). 
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FIG. 1. System configuration. _- 
B - 0.01 
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FIG. 2. Co?trol function g(uj_?or u = 1. a = 10. 
5th Ictm 
2 1 d 8’ 1; 
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FIG. 3. Control function g(u) for u. = 1. a -JO_. 
0 I 
)‘I 
FIG. 4. Rstro-tim adjoint trajectories for b - 6a < 0, 
1.0 L, 
I 
FIG. 5. Optimal trajectprisr for b - 6a < 0. 
FIG. 6. R&m-time adjoint trsjsctor_isr for b - 6a a 0. - 
FIG. 7. Loci of terminal prints for cases a). b). and c). 
FIG. 6. Projection of switching surface 2 on *hick 
qr~crA,l - 0. 
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FIG. 9. Level curves of switching surface Z __A 
FIG. Al. Col!?ctor model. 
%. %, 
FIG. AZ A System configursti_on with inlet and ou_tH 
temwraturea. 
